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?EVS???????????????God?life after death?a soul?the devil?angels?hell?heaven?
sin?re-incarnation?resurrection of the dead?telepathy?????????
?ISSP???life after death?heaven?hell?religious miracles?????????????????
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?nothing
?there is something, but I don’t know what
?we go either to heaven or hell
?we all go to heaven
?we are re-incarnated
?we emerge into some kind of eternal bliss
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?some sort of spirit or life force
?I don’t know what to think
?I don’t believe in any sort of spirit, God, or life force
ISSP2008???????????????????????????????
?I don’t believe in God
?I don’t know whether there is a God and I don’t believe there is any way to find out
?I don’t believe in a personal God, but I do believe in a Higher Power of some kind
?I fond myself believing in God some of the time, but not at others
?While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God
?I know God really exists and I have no doubts about it
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Theories and Researches in Western Sociology of Religion: Otherness in the Study of Religion
MANABE, Kazufumi
Aoyama Gakuin University
In this paper, first, based on a literature survey, I attempt an overview of the concepts, propositions and 
theories in Western Sociology of religion, namely secularization, religious pluralism, and the religions 
market.  Then, based on a search of code-books, I examine the question items, wordings and scales of large-
scale multi-national comparative surveys, namely EVS, ISSP, and RAMP.  One problem of the above-
mentioned scientific works is that theories and researches are based on observations, measurements and 
generalizations made from Western perspectives.  Finally, I suggest a future direction for scientific study in 
this field, which is described as the codification of theories and investigations from a comparative perspective.
Keywords: secularization theory, religious pluralism theory, religious market theory, denomination, 
 religious practices, religious beliefs
